
THE HAND-CRAFTED INCENSE 
WORKSHOP SERIES

Lesson 1: The Foundations of Incense

Incense has been many things for people for tens of 
thousands of years..  

Though it tends to be a very overlooked modality in many 
modern societies, yet it’s deeply engrained in the traditions, 
medicine practices, and spiritual ways of countless ancient 
cultures.  

It’s been one of the original applications for herbal healing 
since early human history, has played an integral role in the 
development and accompaniment of nearly every spiritual 
practice and religion, and it’s been the most renowned 
universal celebration of the sense of smell for ages, paving 
the way for perfumery, modern aromatherapy, and all other 
aromatic arts.  

These 3 main aspects of incense use make up what I call  
The 3 Virtues of Incense. 
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#1 - Incense As Medicine

Incense is known as the Original Aromatic Medicine..  

Since early times, raw aromatic plants were burned on hot 
charcoals from a fire to alleviate symptoms of sickness, disease, 
or imbalance. Over thousands of years, the simple act of burning 
plants for healing became a very refined system of medicine in 
many cultures such as in Traditional Chinese Medicine, Ayurveda, 
Tibetan, and Egyptian medicine. 
 

Many aromatic botanicals are used in incense as expectorants, 
antimicrobials, and antivirals, aiding the respiratory and 
immune systems to combat and fend off colds, flu, infections, 
viruses, etc..  

They’re also used as sedatives and nervines to reduce anxiety 
and stress, and balance and nourish the nervous system. They’re 
also ideal therapies for enhancing cognitive functioning and 
memory, and as preventative medicine. 

Incense is used for everything from respiratory system 
problems, skin infections and disorders, psychological 

issues, nervous system imbalances, healing on the 
emotional level, digestive issues, and of course, to work 

on issues of the psycho-spiritual and soul levels.  
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Incense is generally regarded as a safe modality.. 

It’s much more simple and safe to use than essential oils or 
ingested herbal remedies. It’s not necessary to have the same 
level of skill or caution around the use of incense as these. 
Though, having experience in natural healing modalities and 
aromatic medicine is a major plus.  

Incense is a valid modality of therapeutics that at-home healers, 
self-healers, aromatherapists, herbalists, naturopaths, Ayurvedic 
practitioners, massage therapists, Traditional Chinese medicine 
doctors, Acupuncturists, and healers of all types use to bring 

powerful healing and real results to people.  

#2  - Incense for Ritual

Incense has also been at the heart of sacred ritual and ceremony 
in nearly every culture on earth since early history. Every major 
religion and spiritual practice still utilizes incense in their rites and 
rituals.  

Many modern day church establishments still use tree resins like 
Frankincense and Myrrh during mass to please God and 
strengthen prayer. Indigenous peoples call on aromatic plants in 
the form of incense to protect them during ceremony, cleanse 
energies, and enhance their prayers and intentions. Buddhist 
practitioners use incense to strengthen their meditation practice 
and open the doorway to the divine.. 

Why is incense so deeply engrained into human 
spirituality?  
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The act of burning incense generates multiple effects within us 
that synergistically create a ritualistic atmosphere, and enhance 
and elevate a person’s emotional and mental disposition at the 
same time. These multiple effects, in combination with prayer and 
intention, make incense the #1 universally used tool for 
enhancing spiritual practice.  

#3 - Incense for Pleasure

In addition to its vast spiritual and therapeutic uses, the 
art of incense crafting has been an ever-evolving art of 

olfactory creativity and inspiration for  
thousands of years.  

Around the world, nearly every culture has perfected their own 
traditions and styles of incense— from the floral and exotic 
incenses of India, to the refined and delicate incense of the 
Japanese, and their elaborate and renowned incense appreciation 
ceremony, the Koh-do, to the bakhoor incenses of the Middle 
East.. 

Aromatic plants come together in the most beautiful and 
surprising ways in the timeless art of incense, playing off of each 
other to captivate our senses, open our hearts, and spark 
creativity and inspiration in the mind of the beholder.  

Incense is aromatic poetry..  

To put it simply, many artisan incense crafters pride themselves 
in creating the most beautiful, perfected incense blends for the 
joy of creating a powerful, transformative aromatic experience for 
someone. 
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As you can see, incense serves many purposes, and the choice is 
up to you how you use it. Since these 3 Virtues of Incense Use 
often tend to naturally blend together, it’s easy to create a 
practice using incense with a focus on whichever aspect or 
aspects suit you at the time, whether it’s spiritual, therapeutic, or 
aesthetic. You can stick to the single path that feels right to you, 
or incorporate all three virtues into your practice.  

As incense is an art, you, the artist, have the freedom 
to create at you own will… 

…

~ The 3 Main Types of Incense ~

Loose Incense

Loose incense is the oldest and most primitive form of incense. It 
was the original type of incense across every culture that’s ever 
burned it. It’s a formless mixture of blended aromatic ingredients, 
resins, woods, and other aromatic plant materials, often infused 
with natural gum binders to give it a particular consistency.  

To burn loose incense, pinches of it are sprinkled onto red hot 
charcoal from a fire, or by using special incense charcoals. The 
act of burning loose incense forces you to be more present and is 
more of an engaged ritual burning of incense; so it fits in with 
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many personal or group rituals, whether that’s prayer, different 
ceremonies, or the simple ritual of Listening to Incense. 

 

Loose Incense 

Incense Cones

Incense cones are small cylindrical cone-shaped incense that are 
referred to as a ‘combustable’ type of incense. You can 
conveniently light the tip of them with a flame, set them on a 
non-flammable surface, and if made properly, they will burn all 
the way through on their own. 

These are self-burning whereas loose incense requires hot 
charcoal to burn. Cones are a really great form of incense to learn 
how to make when you’re just starting out.  

With a little guidance through this mini-series, you’ll 
be making your own cones in no time! 
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Cones are perfect for many scenarios. They’re a “set it and forget 
it” type, so if you want incense burning in the background when 
you have guests over, or you’re meditating or trying to relax and 
you want an incense experience that doesn’t require you to be as 
engaged as loose incense, cones are a great choice.  

Incense cones also make great for gifts for people because 
they’re so easy to use. Loose incense or burning incense resins or 
other raw plant materials on charcoal is a bit more involved, so if 
you’re giving the gift of incense to someone for their first time, 
it’s best to give them cones or sticks for simplicity’s sake.  

Incense Cones

Incense Sticks 

Incense sticks are a thin cylinder of incense that are 
‘combustable,’ or self-burning. Just like cones, you can light one 
end of them and let them burn on their own. They come in many 
different lengths and thicknesses.  
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Sticks are great for burning while you’re reading or going about 
your day, if you’re wanting to relax or meditate, or you want to 
welcome guests and have incense burning in the background.  

Incense sticks burn for a longer period of time than 
cones and are a bit more subtle in their aroma, 

whereas cones give off a more potent aroma in a 
shorter amount of time.  

Incense Sticks 

All three types of incense, sticks, cones, and loose incense, all 
have their particular qualities and certain preferred uses 
depending on your intentions behind your incense burning. At the 
same time, each variety works with the 3 Virtues of Incense 
Use: 

You can use loose incense, sticks, or cones for therapeutic, 
spiritual, or aesthetic purposes.. It’s all up to your personal 

preference..  

…
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Making any of these types of incense can easily be done at 
home with the proper guidance and understanding.  

But to do so there are some major components and key elements 
that you need to know how to combine correctly and carefully to 
get the results and success you want from your incense crafting.. 

…

Now you know the 3 Core Virtues of Incense Use and the 
most common varieties of incense. But when you’re crafting 
incense, you can’t just start throwing ingredients together and 
expect them to burn properly, stick together, or even smell 
halfway decent— it’s just not that simple..  

So before you start actually making your own incense, you need 
to understand first the basic elements that go into an incense 
blend— this is where most people starting out fall short. These 
are the elements where proper ratios and balances are 
absolutely key to a successful incense.  

If these elements are out of balance in any way, you’ll 
end up with an incense that won’t burn or hold its 

form properly, which will create a ton of frustration, 
confusion, lost time, and composted ingredients.  

There’s also a few basic levels of understanding aromatic plants 
that will make selecting, blending with, and using aromatic 
materials a lot easier for you..  

For example, there are many plant groups used in the world of 
incense that you must learn about that have specific purposes 
and qualities, just like in baking. There are also countless types of 
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aromatic materials used in this art, like fragrant woods, seeds, 
spices, plant gums, resins, and flowers, to name a few..  

Naturally, the next thing you need to understand is the actual 
materials you’ll be working with from here on out— the plants, 
and what their unique characteristics and particular uses are in 
incense. Each plant has its own personality and virtues, and 
brings something totally unique to the crafting table.. 

…

In the next phase of this workshop series I’ll be sharing with you 
what I refer to as the 4 Building Blocks of Incense, and I’ll 
cover the different plant types and groups of aromatic incense 
materials. I’ll also be sharing with you some of the most 
important aspects of making incense that will save you a ton of 
frustration, time, and resources, and literally years of trial and 
error. 

It’s simply not possible to create a successful incense without 
some basic understanding of these essential elements. But when 
you learn to understand them deeply, that’s when your incense 
crafting is taken to a whole new level.  

You’ll soon have the confidence and the know-how to move 
forward and start experimenting and exploring the wide world of 
incense and aromatic plants, and can soon incorporate these 
teachings into your own incense blends for yourself or to share 
with others.  

I hope you’re excited for lesson 2 in the Hand-Crafted Incense 
Workshop Series! 

~ Evan Sylliaasen
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